
Dovetail Jigs

“Craftsman” Jigs (aka. Lotsa bucks = better mouse trap)

Before taking up the challenge of creating dovetail joints, there
must be a clearly defined reason for doing so. In a group of different
articles, researchers have proven that although the dovetail joint offers
lots of glue surface, it is one of the weakest joints. When glues were
weak and glue failed long before the wood failed, the dovetail joint was a
defacto standard. Now, glues are incredibly strong and seldom fail. It is
the material around the glue that fails. The strongest joint is the half lap
joint. Polyvinyl acetate type 1 glue is marginally stronger in most
applications than polyvinyl acetate (ordinary yellow glue.) That leaves the
dovetail joint an aesthetic application. So, when selecting a joint,
aesthetics can play a big role in the decision. However, when strength is
a real issue, keep it simple.

Dovetail Jigs break down into two categories, simple, practical,
machinery-made dovetail joints and artistic dovetails that look like they
were made by hand by a skilled craftsperson. 

Before we get too deeply involved in jigs, I must note that people who
have learned how to hand make dovetail joints can make joints far faster
than the time involved in setting up jigs and templates and bits and all
the other stuff that goes into using systems or jigs. LeeValley Tools has
created tools to assist the hand dovetail maker, including dovetail and
saddle markers, saws, chisel and even  planes. One of their dovetail
saws is more expensive than my dovetail jig including the bit.

The craftsperson category of dovetail jigs is fine except the price
tag. They are horrendously expensive. Each takes a different approach
to reach the same objective. This is a list of some of these philosophies
and where you can get more information.

It must be noted that MLCS markets both the Protex tool and
something similar to the Keller model 1601. I’ve included only the Protex
manuals. 

Brand Web Site type

Katie Jig katiejig.com individual “ tuning forks”
assembled into an infinitely
adjustable template. Uses a
router table and top bearing bits.

http://katiejig.com/Manual50_All.pdf plus addenda

http://katiejig.com/JrManual20.pdf “junior” version

Akeda akeda.com the Akeda is very similar in
function to the lower priced
devices below except that it has
a method of changing pin and
tail spacing, like hand cut
dovetails.

http://akeda.com/pdf/UserManual2007.pdf

Leigh’s Leighjigs.com an upscale version of the
Akeda?

Visit Leighjigs.com - too many manuals to download!

Keller’s kellerdovetail.com a selection of templates for
cutting pins and tails.

P r a z i /
Chestmate

mcfeelys.com/docs/
prazi.pdf 

chestmatedovetailjig.
com

unique in that you cut one
pin/tail and move the jig to cut
the next 

Gifkins gifkins.com.au Gifkins is a direct-use template.

http://gifkins.com.au/2009%20instructions%20web.pdf

Festool festool.com high priced variation of #2
below, with a few add-ons and
missing features.

EZPro generaltools.com a variation on Gifkins’ above.
“easily adjusted”



“Everyone’s Dovetail Jig”

(careful - lotsa profit = prices all over the place)

Before I go any further I’d like to introduce you to the 12"
“Dovetail Fixture.” Protex calls it a fixture but It isn’t really a fixture, it’s a
jig. For that argument you’ll have to visit “Routers Organized.”

QINGDAO PROTEX MACHINERY MANUFACTURING CO., LTD

No.1, Qutangxia Road, Qingdao, 266002, China

Tel:+86-532-82661601 Fax:+86-532-82661599

Email:sales@protextools.com

Item NO.: HD15005

Model NO.:DF-12

GW/NW: 10/9KG

Packing Size: 45x30x20CM

Q'ty/20': 1040

Sold only by the container load. This model has 5 brothers, one of
which is a 24" jig.

Dovetail jigs will produce lapped (blind) dovetail joints, box joints,

dowel joints and  through dovetails in various sizes just by

swapping out templates. Visit the Craftex manual for some and

the Trend manual for other of the procedures.

Now for the category that I can afford and you can use. They produce
good results, albeit, with some practice.

1. go over to the "router workshop" and take a look around at how they
do dovetails. Their approach is unique and quite foolproof but it
requires their particular setup. Easy, fixed pins and tails but much too
frilly for my taste. There is a variation on this made by MLCS
(mlcswoodworking.com.)

2. there are a lot of dovetail jigs out there that cut both the pins and tails
at the same time. The pins and tails spacing is fixed. Different sized
templates are available. Trend offers ¼", 5/16", 32mm, ½" and ¾"
(2011.) Tools.co.uk also list ½", 7/16" and 9/16" templates.

The end result is quite acceptable albeit very distinct. The hallmark of
this type of jig is the mechanical repetitiveness of the parts of the
joint. Every dovetail is evenly spaced from the previous as only a
machine can do. Some look on this as the signpost of an amateur
(used in the derogatory sense) as opposed to the product of a
consummate craftsperson.

These jigs are all identical in setup, operation and results. There are
little things that differ one from the other. Observe carefully and you'll
see the differences. Adjust perfectly and they do an excellent job. I've
lost quite a bit of hair during the adjustment process.

I state that they are all identical and here’s how;



Parts:

1. Notice that there’s a block that serves as the base or chassis of
the jig. In this picture it is the “chassis.” Everything hangs off this
“chassis.”

2. Next, there’s a method of holding the pin board securely on the
front of the chassis and, similarly, a method of holding the tail
board securely on top. This is usually accomplished by a long
channel or shoe and the pressure is controlled by a cam shaft
and handle.

3. The template is then positioned on top of the end grain of the pin
board and the inside of the tail board. 

4. Adjustments you can’t see keep the pin and tail boards offset,

one half pin. 

5. Other adjustments include a stop to keep the router from over-
cutting the depth of the tails and 

6. Lastly, the adjustment accurately locating the template.

Operation: Bottom out the pin board flat against the template, lock into

position. Bottom out the tail board, under the template, against the
pin board and lock into position. Cut your dovetails.

Setup:  Tear all your hair out now. Saves wasting time later. Collect all

the manuals you can find for any and all of the below and start
studying. At some point, you’ll have a Ureka moment and you can
proceed to experiment.

I would suggest that you buy the cheapest version of this one that
you can find. Your objective is not to keep it for the rest of your life but to
learn and test with it hence "cheapest!" (At the time of this writing,
BusyBee Craftex on sale at $59.99 Cdn.) Once you've used it, you can
see all of the things you don't like about it and you can purchase one
setup the way you want. Once I tried mine, I went and looked at others
and everyone I saw had something different that I liked. Little things like
levers instead of knobs in tight spaces. There's also a home made
version of this one in one of the magazines.

If you get this type of jig, I found the manuals to be terrible
individually but collectively they became quite usable. For example, I
have a ShopFox/Samona/ General/BusyBee/Rockler/CMT dovetail
template jig. I went to the PorterCable site and downloaded their manual.
I did the same with quite a few other manufacturers and studied them all.
I was pleasantly surprised when I saw the Craftex manual, it was quite
good. You must download and read it as well. Only after reading all of
the manuals, could I understand the process and produce dovetails. I
made them too tight but with "adjustments" they became quite
acceptable.

Next, most jigs are going to require a template guide. Make sure
you have the specified guide for your router, or that you can get it.
Alternatively, some jigs use top bearing bits and are setup for that exact
bearing size. Just because your vendor says that a 3/4" dovetail
template is available, that doesn't mean that he has it in stock now, or
even that he can get it. These jigs are made in China and although the
parts are available in China, some vendors don't bring in all of the



"accessories."

The most expensive of this type is the PorterCable dovetail jig
and their “Omnijig.” I used their manual to study to learn how to use the
Samona but their manual wouldn’t stand alone either.

There is one more thing about these dovetail jigs below. You may
require a bit with an elongated shaft. Be prepared.

Below, is an example of the number of labels put on a common
product. However, I must point out the absence of cam handles in
certain products. You push back the cam handle and the board is locked
into position. When you don’t have that handle, you have to fiddle like
crazy to hold onto the board and lock it in using the thumb wheels. Fine
unless something moves slightly and you’re back to square one. Take a
look at the Samona jig. It is identical to the ShopFox except it doesn’t
have cam handles. I have an older Samona and it has the cam handles.
It is setup exactly the same as the ShopFox; in fact, my vendor provided
ShopFox templates for use on the Samona jig.

Festool VS600 Jointing System

The Protex jig is a block or rectangle upon which all of the attachments
necessary for half-blind dovetails joints are hung. By swapping out the
various templates, it is possible to do other joints as well. 

Festool took the time to study the shortcomings of the Protex jig and
introduced their own. The learning curve is not too steep but you aren’t
going to cut dovetails in the first 15 mintues. (Nor are you with any other
jig for that matter.) That said the manual implies that the process is
straight forward and all of the adjustments are there. As with all jigs,
keep things tight.

Festool has discontinued the sale of the VS600 so the manuals are for
historical purposes only. If you see a setup in a garage sale grab it! It is
well worth the investment and the manuals are available in the Festool
listing. Because it is outside the Protex environment, I have not included
them here. Festool informs me that they will continue to support the
VS600 system for another 8 years from March 30, 2011. All of the
attachments and options will be available during that time. After that,
who knows. If you have the VS600 stock up on all of the attachments
while you can.



Make Picture Side

stops

Cams Notes

ShopFox yes yes note the longish handles. They are attached to
cams that secure the work pieces in the jig. There
is one additional feature missing on others, the
router stop. 

http://edge.woodstockint.com/manuals/d2796_m.pdf

Samona no? No note, no handles, no cams, no router stop and no
template adjustment and as at this writing, was
more expensive than the Craftex.

This is one of three jigs they market. All appear to
be Protex products.

Samona sells another 24" version that is the only
complete 24" that I’ve seen to date. Why this one
sells I can’t speculate.

http://samona.com/site/ - no manuals online
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Cams Notes

General yes yes can we say “déja vu?”

General markets the 12" and 24" jigs. The 24" is
substantially crippled.

General does offer a nice selection of templates
though, both in aluminum and bakelite.

General.ca – no online manual

King Canada yup, I
think so

yes yup, just a different label.

http://www.kingcanada.com/Files/K-2796_manual-eng.pdf
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Cams Notes

Rockler ? ? if you take a really close look, you’ll see that this
one is identical to all above except it has a few
more options, i.e. dust collection attachment but
appears to be effective on the pin board only.
Rockler has at least considered the problem of
appearance and offers a range of templates with
varying spacing patterns.

http://www.rockler.com/tech/RTD10000332AA.pdf

CMT no no CMT is an Italian manufacturer of router items
from bits to jigs. Note the absence of handles and
cams, no router stop. Sold in the U.S. by
Woodcraft. I don’t know who sells it in Canada.
Interesting, take a close look. I can’t believe the
template is fixed -- tail depth cannot be adjusted.
Look at the others and you’ll see that the template
is mounted to two arms that float.

http://www.cmtutensili.com/bom/downloadfree.asp?lib=Files&ID=608
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PorterCable ??? yes Take a close look and you’ll see that this is
identical to the ShopFox. The cams are there so I
have to assume that the handles got left in the box.
There are a few “options” but remains the same as
the others.

http://servicenet.deltaportercable.com/Products/Detail?isId=true&productNumber=4210&selectedType=11397# model 4210

http://servicenet.deltaportercable.com/Products/Detail?isId=true&productNumber=4212&selectedType=11398# model 4212

http://servicenet.deltaportercable.com/Products/Detail?isId=true&productNumber=4216&selectedType=19099# model 4216

PorterCable
Omnijig

??? yes this is the “feature rich” version of the one above.
I’m still not fussy about it and can’t qualify the
price.

http://servicenet.deltaportercable.com/Products/Detail/5116# model 5516

http://servicenet.deltaportercable.com/Products/Detail/55160# model 55160

http://servicenet.deltaportercable.com/Products/Detail/77240# model 77240
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Cams Notes

BusyBee Craftex yes yes at the time of this writing, this one was the most
complete and least cost.

What I can’t figure out is that BusyBee sells a
stripped 24" version for twice the price of this one.

That said, to help understand the 12" setup, read
the 24" setup. Through confusion comes
understanding.

http://www.busybeetools.com/product_manuals/CT052.pdf 12"

http://busybeetools.com/product_manuals/CT154.pdf 24"

Macma yes yes MACMA Machinery

60 Ellice Road, Glenfield, 

Auckland New Zealand.

Phone: 09 443 1713.

Fax: 09 443 1673.

E-Mail: sales@macma.co.nz

this one appears to be complete

macma.co.nz - manual not posted
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Cams Notes

SIP yes yes Tools.co.uk says:

£61.25 inc. VAT (UK)

“7/16" x 1/4" Bearing Cutter included...Robust cast
iron construction fully adjustable workplace
clamps.

Workable material mm: 300 - 31. 

Templates included: 1/2", 7/16", 9/16".Net Wight:
9kgs.”

http://www.diytools.co.uk/diy/main/sp-1-74-6612-sip-quick-set-dovetail-jig.asp - manual not posted online

Trend ???? No very useful manual. Jig is Protex without “options”
but the real treasure is in the templates and the
manual. Well worth the read.

http://www.trend-uk.com/en/CA/trend/content/download_file.php?file=aW5zdF9jZGoucGRm
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Cams Notes

MLCS

http://www.mlcswoodworking.com/shopsite_sc/store/html/smarthtml/graphics2/9094%20DovetailJig%20Manual%20c.pdf

http://www.mlcswoodworking.com/shopsite_sc/store/html/smarthtml/graphics2/9381%20small%20Dovetail%20Template.pdf

http://www.mlcswoodworking.com/shopsite_sc/store/html/smarthtml/graphics2/9382-3%20BoxJointTemplate.pdf

http://www.mlcswoodworking.com/shopsite_sc/store/html/smarthtml/graphics2/9088%20Through%20Dovetail.pdf

http://www.mlcswoodworking.com/shopsite_sc/store/html/smarthtml/graphics2/9086%20DovetailJig%20Manual.pdf

Woodhaven The Woodhaven is original but functions the same
as the others. To appreciate the differences, you
have to read the manual(s)

http://woodhaven.com/images/7600A.pdf 7600-7603: Dovetail Jigs - Part 1 of 2

http://woodhaven.com/images/7600B.pdf 7600-7603: Dovetail Jigs - Part 2 of 2

http://woodhaven.com/images/7610.pdf 7610: 1/4 Inch Small Dovetail Kit

http://woodhaven.com/images/7611.pdf 7611: 3/8 Inch Small Dovetail Kit

http://woodhaven.com/images/7615.pdf 7615: Wide Dovetail Kit

http://woodhaven.com/images/7620.pdf 7620: Large Dovetail Kit

http://woodhaven.com/images/7625-6.pdf 7625-7626: 1/2 Box Joint Kit

http://woodhaven.com/images/7630-1.pdf 7630-7631: 3/4 Box Joint Kit
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Jet 709060 discontinued?

http://www.routerforums.com/attachments/jet-manuals/42792d1301599715-709060-dovetail-jig-protex-jet-709060-dovetail-jig-manual.pdf

Hartville Tool no signs of a manual anywhere. 

http://www.hartvilletool.com/product/10969#
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Cams Notes

Australian
Woodsmith

I originally posted this with links to Woodworkers
Auction. However, Australian Woodsmith has an
online article on using one so I’ve substituted that
url.

This is the homemade wooden version of the
Protex jig above. The WoodWorkers Auction link
sells plans. The Auzzi site shows you just about
everything you need to make it yourself without
plans. Ok, the Auzzi site doesn’t give step by step
instructions but you can see how to build it. That
said, even if you’re using a store bought, there is a
twist with the Auzzi instructions that I find helpful.
They label the jig with the joint #s and direction of
the cuts. Look at the diagram on page 4.

http://www.woodworkersauction.com/plansnow/toolsjigs.htm

http://www.australianwoodsmith.com.au/pdf/30machinecutdovetails.pdf



3. Then there’s Richard Stottmann’s dovetail template master. He promotes his system as the least expensive of the dovetail jigs, and I do think it is.
He sells a “master template.” From this template, you create dovetail jigs as you need them. His system is simple and once a jig is “adjusted” it is
completely repeatable until the jig wears out. Thus, he accomplishes with apparent ease what I found excruciatingly difficult with my Protex jig. In
all fairness to the others though, he doesn’t do half-blind dovetail joints elegantly.

this is what you buy... to make this... to produce this...

www.stots.com and look for the manuals. 



Notes on using the Protex version

One area where I ran into trouble is with my "D" handled router. I
have a Makita 3600B. I removed the base and replaced it with an Oak
Park 7" with the appropriate sized template guide. I dropped the collet
down as far as I could and fed the bit through the guide. I didn't have a
long enough shank on the bit. The collet would only grab about 1/2" of
the bit shank and I considered that really dangerous. I ended up
searching around for a long shaft dovetail bit. I found one at Woodline
USA. I couldn't find them anywhere else. There must be something
about “beginners use long shank bits and pros use something else.”

I also had a problem with the Oak Park 7" baseplate. It barely
fits my jig. I had to reconfigure everything to make room for the base.
Yes it works and nicely, but not all jigs will have the same clearance.
Some of the big brand name jigs might be setup only for their routers. I
like the 7" baseplate for its stability and ability to cantelever out over the
end of the jig without wobbling for that last pin.

I think when I get to the point that I'm going to have to make lots
of dovetails, I'm going to use my laminate trimmer. I'll take a piece of
clear lexan and mount the trimmer on it with some good beefy handles
and a proper template guide. It will be powerful, light, accurate, safe and
easy to use.

I really had a problem with the bit. I'm so used to making sure
that the bit is well trapped and even if it does come loose, there is
always something between me and the bit so I don't end up with an
extra unwanted hole somewhere. With a straight bit, just a small part
projects through the template guide. With the dovetail bit, it hangs out of
the template guide totally exposed. When you don't know what you're
doing and you have no one to turn to, it's scary.

In all of your setups, the bit depth is the one that's going to drive
you nuts. I use Bob Rosendahl's "fine adjusting tool" and that's just
about right. I adjust by 1/1000ths of an inch and an hour later I'm getting
closer. Now, remember, I'm an inexperienced klutz with more thunbs
than fingers. I'd over adjust then under adjust eventually I got frustrated
to the point where I'd just adjust in one direction only and not by 1/16th
of an inch but by 1/1000th of an inch. How do I know? I tapped really
lightly.

I started to pay real attention to how loose or tight a knob was.
Did the template sit perfectly flat against the workpiece? Did I push

down enough on the router when going through the template fingers?
Were the work pieces tight in the jig? Was everything tight, square and
even? I checked the cuts on the ends of boards where I was going to
put the joint to make sure they were fresh cuts and perfectly square to
all faces. After a while and before reason kicks in, you get paranoid and
suspicious of everything.

I hope this will provide you some insight. It is not intended to
discourage you but to provide you with assurance that, yes, others have
gone before you and had the same damned problems :-(

Yes, they lived to tell the tail and yes THEY WERE
VICTORIOUS!

Allthunbs 


